
wellMap

Optimize operations 
and improve decision  
making with a digital  

twin of the well.

taskBoard

Organize teamwork and
improve efficiency by 

knowing what’s done and 
what needs to get started. 

drillViewtm GHOST

Access offshore 
dashboards for common 

situational awareness  
from anywhere.

beAwaretm

 ADVANTAGES
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eTallytm

Automate and digitalize 
pipe tallying, enabling 
automation of other  
drilling processes.

turn page for more

mudViewtm

Manage your mud systems 
with inventory control 

 and plan for automated 
mud handling.

beAwaretm

Introducing cutting-edge 
digital solutions, that
revolutionize drilling 
operations.

Process is designed to 
minimize or eliminate 

disruption of operations.

EASY INSTALLATION

Implementation possible
on any rig, irrespective  

of topside OEM.

OEM AGNOSTIC

Collects and displays all 
operational information 

from/to all actors.

FULL OVERVIEW

Solutions are designed  
to provide situational 

awareness to all parties.

INCREASED SAFETY



eTallytm

DIGITAL PIPE TALLY 
& LOGISTICS 
DASHBOARDS

Welcome to the future! 
Say goodbye to manual tallies  
and inaccurate spreadsheets.

eTallytm automates and digitalizes pipe tallying and inventory management 
processes, enhancing data accuracy, accelerating decision-making, boosting 
operational efficiency and enabling automation of other drilling processes.

Inventory for well and 
drillstring components 

Exact items location, 
length, weight, torque, 
dimensions

Running tally & logistics

Bit and item depth 
correction

Efficient planning of 
complex operations

Digital Drillstring

Digital Trip Sheet 

Digital Kill Sheet

FULL CONTROL  
OF INVENTORY

Easy to search, find
and access overviews 

of your inventory.

REAL TIME
RUNNING TALLY

Plan tasks, pickup  
and laydown and 
other activities.

MINIMIZED NON 
PRODUCTIVE TIME

Make better decisions in 
times of high-stress by 
leveraging built in tools.

eTallytm ADVANTAGES

This is a new level of control.  
Actual depths, volume, depth based 

tasks, inventory and the condition 
of each item eTally™ enables 

opportunities for safe and efficient 
operations, visualization, reporting  
and automation. It’s useful to have  

the running tally as part of  
my operational screens.
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